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Interactive Session 2 – Breakout Rooms

4. How can we standardise the monitoring of microplastics to obtain 
comparable data?
Valentina Della Bella, ARPA UMBRIA

5. How can microplastic particles be efficiently removed from wastewater?  
Prof. Francesco Fatone, UNIVPM

6. How can a Lake White Paper contribute to strengthening the European 
regulatory framework for the protection of lakes from microplastics?  
Leonardo Gatta, ABDAC
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Room 4: How can we standardise the monitoring of microplastics to obtain 
comparable data?
Valentina Della Bella, ARPA UMBRIA

Contact details:

Valentina Della Bella, PhD
ARPA UMBRIA - Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione Ambientale
Via C. A. Dalla Chiesa 32, 05100 Terni
Tel. 0744 4796737; Cell. 335 180 0882
v.dellabella@arpa.umbria.it; www.arpa.umbria.it

Links to project partner Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and 
Sustainable Economic Development (ENEA); Italy:

https://www.enea.it/it

mailto:v.dellabella@arpa.umbria.it
http://www.arpa.umbria.it/
https://www.enea.it/it
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Room 4: How can we standardise the monitoring of microplastics to obtain 
comparable data?
Valentina Della Bella, ARPA UMBRIA

• A standardised Monitoring Protocol for Microplastics in lakes is important: 
- to obtain robust data
- to compare results from different lakes and countries
- to make (political) decisions on solid ground
- to put pressure on the industry (Avoid & Polluter pays, internalisation of externalities)

• Water sampling with Manta and Bongo nets show good results. 
• It must not only be better elaborated what municipalities can do to keep lakes clean (from 

plastic waste) but also how municipalities can be supported in their efforts to achieve that.
• University of Trieste is working with Slovenia on a microplastics monitoring project in ground 

water and aquifers = > links to Goletta Verde e Goletta dei Laghi from Legambiente
(https://golettaverde.legambiente.it/)

https://golettaverde.legambiente.it/
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Room 5: How can microplastic particles be efficiently removed from 
wastewater?  
Prof. Francesco Fatone, UNIVPM

Contact details:

Prof. Ing. Francesco Fatone, PhD, IWA Fellow
Università Politecnica delle Marche, Italia
Tel: 0039 071 2204530
Email: f.fatone@univpm.it
www.univpm.it

mailto:f.fatone@univpm.it
http://www.univpm.it/
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Room 5: How can microplastic particles be efficiently removed from 
wastewater?  
Prof. Francesco Fatone, UNIVPM

In this session it was discussed what is required to remove microplastic particles from (waste) 
water. In the global context of the workshop the frameworks are quite different from one 
continent to another! For that all participants agreed, that first microplastic sources must be 
reduced.
Three items were in the focus:
• If waste water treatment plants are in work, upgrading is necessary. In regions where there 

are no sewage system existing other solutions not at the end of the pipe but at the causes for 
plastic pollutions must be installed. Individual technical solutions for waste water could be 
developed and introduced or added to already existing systems.

• Awareness and knowledge of the impact of microplastic is for local people important.
• The impact on ecosystems, like mangroves needs a scientific research. It is in fact unknown 

how microplastic influences vegetation.
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Room 6: How can a Lake White Paper contribute to strengthening the 
European regulatory framework for the protection of lakes from 
microplastics?  
Leonardo Gatta, ABDAC

Contact details:

Leonardo Gatta
Central Apennine River Basin District Authority (ABDAC) - Italy
l.gatta@autoritadistrettoac.it
https://www.autoritadistrettoac.it/

mailto:l.gatta@autoritadistrettoac.it
https://www.autoritadistrettoac.it/
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